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includes a Friday night schedule call for judges chosen from the revised regulations. Present plans the dance. From these girls the faculty to distribute roses to a se-
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Industry whereas NOrth Korea is industrially strong, containing minerals

Korea is a rice- and grain-producing region,oor in minerals and in-

administration. Economically the division was creating havoc since South

relations Professor Thomas

persistent American efforts to achieve cooperation with the Russians

other parts of Asia who found their way into South Korea after -the

90s, he carried on advanced studies at the University of Wisconsin, received his degree in architecture in 1925, while he was there he worked on a number of municipal and institutional structures including the Oregonian Building and some of the first student housing in Portland, Oregon. And it was there that he met his future wife, Dr. Mary Steel, a prominent architect in her own right.

Diego. He ran to the head of the firm in 1949, at which time the firm’s name was changed to bear his name.

Active Company

This firm, which is owned by William D. Doel, has built over 1,300 build-

since it was founded in 1941 in Ancona, Italy, and received its license to practice engineering by the University of Rome. According to the author, the firm has been expanding rapidly and is now considered one of the leading architectural firms in the area.

Communists Must Be Opposed,

Declares Former Czech Minister

Dr. Petr Senek, one of the world’s most distinguished figures of democracy, is a member of the new Czechoslovakian Communist, while speaking here last Monday. Dr. Senek was Deputy Prime Miste-

The new dean was born in 1899 in the United States. He was educated at the University of Wisconsin, where he received his degree in architecture in 1925, while he was there he worked on a number of municipal and institutional structures including the Oregonian Building and some of the first student housing in Portland, Oregon. And it was there that he met his future wife, Dr. Mary Steel, a prominent architect in her own right.

Communists are identical with the Nazi in their political aims, as well as with Trotskyite in their methods. They are, in fact, working for the same ends.

Communists are not friends of the people. They are agents of those who are enemies of the people. They are working for the destruction of the democratic order. They are working to overthrow the government of the people. They are working to destroy the freedom of the people.
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FOUR DAY WEEKEND

We would like to go home for Thanksgiving. It happens that we view this fine old American tradition with the warmest regard, and when it comes to fine old traditions we can usually either take them or leave them alone. Home for us, however, is just a few too many train-hours away for one-day visits to be practical, and since the Institute sees fit to allow only one day for the observance of the holiday we have not sat at the family Thanksgiving table since the autumn of 1946, when all we knew about M.I.T. came from the usual popular opinions and some pictures we saw in the catalogue.

When we were finally convinced, by the school's reputation and a picture of what we took to be two-second-term Juniors working on the Van de Graaf Generator, that Technology was the place for us, the information that we would not be able to spend the Thanksgiving weekend at home did not bother us much that we can remember. We would still be quite unperturbed except that the academic calendar was shuffled last year in order to extend the Institute's brief vacation quite unperturbed except that the academic calendar was not bother us much that we can remember. We would still be

Plus or minus one day out of the whole school year is a matter (so trivial that we wonder why the Academic Calendar's final day should not be extended until about four Sundays to make possible the permanent establishment of the four-day weekend). And when it comes to fine old traditions we can usually either take them or leave them alone.

When we were finally convinced, by the school's reputation and a picture of what we took to be two-second-term Juniors working on the Van de Graaf Generator, that Technology was the place for us, the information that we would not be able to spend the Thanksgiving weekend at home did not bother us much that we can remember. We would still be quite unperturbed except that the academic calendar was shuffled last year in order to extend the Institute's brief vacation period. Everybody came back to school one week earlier, and the extra five days (not counting Saturday) were to be tagged on to various vacations during the school year. Most people expected the Institute to discontinue its almost unique practice of business as usual on the day following Thanksgiving Thursday, and a great many were disappointed to learn that this was not to be done.

Plus or minus one day out of the whole school year is a rather trivial matter (so trivial that we wonder why the Academic Calendar's final day should not be extended until about four Sundays to make possible the permanent establishment of the four-day weekend). And when it comes to fine old traditions we can usually either take them or leave them alone.

The first concert in the Boston Symphony's final rehearsal series will be given next Thursday evening, November 30. Students in the Boston area who have subscribed to this series of five open rehearsals will hear the orchestra in its last preparation for the regular Friday and Saturday programs. The Concerts of November 9th and 11th, for which the orchestra will be rehearsing this coming Thursday, have for their program Schonberg's Chamber Symphony (in a version for full orchestra, which stretches beyond the breaking point any conceivable ties the orchestra will be rehearsing this coming Thursday, have for their program Schonberg's Chamber Symphony (in a version for full orchestra, which stretches beyond the breaking point any conceivable ties the orchestra will be rehearsing this coming Thursday, have for their program Schonberg's Chamber Symphony (in a version for full orchestra, which stretches beyond the breaking point any conceivable ties the orchestra will be rehearsing this coming Thursday, have for their program Schonberg's Chamber Symphony (in a version for full orchestra, which stretches beyond the breaking point any conceivable ties
handicap form 5 & 6
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games

1. Delta Nu-Kappa Delta - Sigma Nu
2. Sigma Nu-Kappa Delta - Sigma Nu
3. Sigma Nu-Delta Nu
4. Delta Nu-Delta Nu
5. Delta Nu-Delta Nu
6. Delta Nu-Delta Nu

league winners - civic invitational

1. Delta Nu
2. Kappa Delta
3. Sigma Nu
4. Delta Nu
5. Kappa Delta
6. Delta Nu

first place

1. Robert Brown
2. Jay Berlove
3. Harold Lubarsky
4. Ed Evans
5. Joe Gaven
6. James Richardson

second place

1. John Rycrigg
2. Robert Stringham
3. George Gregerson
4. Joe Myers
5. Jack Briggs
6. Dave Furse

third place

1. David Daukantas
2. Bob Schmidt
3. George Gregerson
4. Joe Myers
5. Jack Briggs
6. Dave Furse

fourth place

1. Donald S. Taylor
2. Jack Whillier
3. George Gregerson
4. Joe Myers
5. Jack Briggs
6. Dave Furse

all school championship

1. Robert Brown
2. Jay Berlove
3. Harold Lubarsky
4. Ed Evans
5. Joe Gaven
6. James Richardson

the tech's-a-poppin

varsity wrestling coach roy merriam and fresh mentor chuck barton get their first look at their respective squads this week as the teams will hold their practices this week. at 6:00 p.m. the varsity will hold theirs on tuesday and freshman will roll a day later. films of last year's new england finals and good tournaments featured both on tuesday. manager ralph baker announced both the varsity and freshman schedules today. the varsity men grapple eight times, the room six.

the only returnees from last year's varsity is tom callaghan at 145 pounds. sinclair backlauff, a transfer from annapolis who was ineligible last year, has joined the squad and is expected to be of considerable help.

most of last year's freshman squad is returning. those back include: joe myers at 121 lbs., jack teich at 133 lbs., bob schmidt at 165 lbs., and chuck bynum in the unlimited weight.

Engineers Oppose UCOnns Tomorrow

In Soccer Contest

on saturday the tech soccer squad will journey to storr's where they will meet the team from the university of connecticut. both the varsity and freshman squads will make the trip. the varsity will be shooting for their third victory of the season while the freshman will be after their second. the beavers now have two wins and two losses in the new england league standings, while the huskies sport a record of two wins, four losses and one tie.

this will present the engineers with a good chance to improve their league standing since the two wins which the huskies have were at the expense of the teams in the lower half of the standings. a win would place the beavers in a tie for fourth place.

sprint, dick landy, one of last year's better men, a 175-pounder, was in the line-up.

grapples rally, start practice, first match for tech's-a-poppin

tech rugby club will play its first game of the season this sunday at 1:30 p.m. the rugby club will play two more games this season, meeting mcgill university on november 11 and again on november 18.

engineers probably favorites

the engineers are hosts, are given a slight edge in the two-day affair to start saturday. the engineers will probably start skippers rob mcbride and howie fawcett, with rob woold, joy monroe, and harry gevinman in reserve. crews are still uncertain, but larry ludemann has done much of nicholson's crewing, and john kerrin is fawcett's usual ringer man. other possible crews include john macdonald and dave starke, as well as any of the non-sailing skippers.

new england competition for the mcgill game will run high, consisting of Yale, defending champions, boston, tufts, amherst, northeastern, and coast guard and harvard, two strong teams to be counted on for a strong title bid.

schell trophy regatta to be held on charles next saturday, sunday

scheduled next on the agenda of the tech hockey club is the new england fall open invitational, more commonly known as the schell trophy regatta. honoring mit's prof. w. m. schell, head of the nautical department, this event is the big "rewards" event of the fall season's regattas.

the regatta's coveted position in the sports calendar is reflected in its name, first, that the competitors are selected from the winners of the colleges' fall regattas, second, that the regatta takes on a true international appearance, with the participation of the best nautical colleges from the middle western district, and two schools from the middle atlantic region.

the "foreigners" will be mcgill, from toronto, tennessee from the middle western district, and george washington and the big red of cornell from the middle atlantic region.

final handicapper form

in this issue, jp ticket to be awarded tuesday.

since this issue contains both handicapper form 5 and 6, it will determine the intramural football pool. however, since the players of the intramural pool will not be finished for some time, the final results of the contest will not be available for a few weeks.

j. p. ticket to be given tuesday

due to the fact that draft picks from tickets are now on sale, we have decided to use the grand prize of the contest, a ticket to the j. p., as soon as possible. other possible crews include john macdonald and dave starke, as well as any of the remaining skippers.
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Students From Europe and U.S. Exchange Jobs

100 From institute go abroad next summer; interviews start soon.

The Institute of Technology is seeking participants in the Exchange program for the next summer. This program allows American students to take part in the life of an Italian university and an Italian student to experience American life and culture.

The program is open to students from the United States and Italy. Exchange students are expected to live in dormitories and to participate in the academic and cultural life of their host institution.

The deadline for applications is December 15, 2023. More information can be found on the Institute of Technology's website or by contacting the program coordinator.

NOTICES

History of Science
Professor G. Abetti, Director of the Archaeological Museum in Florence, will speak on "What Galileo Saw" in a lecture to be held in the Faculty Lounge of the Hayden Memorial Library on Monday, November 7, at 4:00 p.m.

Compton Lecture
Carl T. Compton will speak on "Can Science Be Christian?" at the Mt. Vernon Church this Sunday, November 6, at 8:00 p.m.

Faculty and Staff
Address: 33 South 3rd Street, Falls Church, Va.

Karoeb Club
The Karoeb Club will hold its annual membership dinner on Friday, November 3, at the Locher Barroom, which has been set up for a meet and greet.

"Invalid" Tickets
Tickets for the Drama Shop production "The Far Fish Boys" and "Students Only" will be sold at the door of the Peabody Playhouse on November 3, and Friday, November 4.

A.S.M.E.
A.S.M.E. is presenting a movie "Streamlined Steel" on Tuesday, November 7, at 5:00 p.m., room 1-380.

Kappa Kappa Sigma, Chemical Fraternity Announces Elections
Kappa Kappa Sigma, honorary chemical fraternity, is announcing the election of nine juniors and 17 seniors at their general meeting on Wednesday, October 25.

At the initiation of these men will be held in the Faculty Lounge of the Institute Library from 9:30 to 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, October 26.

The schedule for the meeting is as follows:

1. Roll call
2. Introduction
3. Election of new members
4. Discussion
5. Adjournment

Wrestling
(Continued from Page 8)

and juniors. The participants pay their expenses and are paid for their book-borrowing, most listening and general140.

The experiment will last for two successive Sundays to determine whether the new service will be used widely enough to justify opening Hayden on what has here-tofore been a day of rest for the building and the library staffs. If enough people show up on Sundays for the next month, the experiment will be considered a success and the new service will be made a permanent feature.

After Hours
(Continued from Page 8)

any pressure. It is planned that the mailing list will be used to contact the majority of the student body, who are expected to receive the letter soon.

The new service will be made available for book-borrowing, most listening and general borrowing.

The facilities of these two branches will be open for use for three hours on Sunday afternoons.

The schedule for the new service is as follows:

1. Beginning of the new service
2. Mailing of the letter
3. Distribution of the letter
4. Adjournment

Architectural Association members will be considered a success and the new service will be made a permanent feature.
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